
Mapping the electronic changes in MgO-nanoclusters using quantum mechanics: 

Effects on HOMO-LUMO gaps and Coulomb properties by symmetry and surface 

alterations.

Abstract

Materials and methods
All calculations performed in the ADF package (Te Velde et al. 2001) and optimized for electronic 
structure using the B3LYP and M06-2X potentials from the Truhlar group (Zhao and Truhlar 2008), with 
the triple-zeta function basis set, no frozen core and with high numerical quality.  
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Introduction
Advanced materials and surfaces exert a variety of functions and properties with applicability in 
nanotechnology, as high-yield thermal transfer, superhydrophobicity, high-frequency vibration, stimuli-
responsive mechanisms, magnetic self-functionalization and other features based on the unique electronic 
and chemical properties  (Nath and Chilkoti 2002;  Naitabdi et al. 2005). This study aims to map the 
pattern of changes in electronic properties by nanoparticle growth and symmetry alternation,which are 
relevant for engineering MgO nanocrystals as magneto-sensitive materials for quantum computing and 
quantum information processing. 
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Results and discussion

Table 1. Energy and orbital properties of MgO nanoclusters 
from a single MgO unit to a large nanoparticle. 

Figure 3. HOMO-LUMO gaps. Blue points:  HOMO-LUMO 
gaps of regular structures by increasing number of MgO units in 
nanoclusters. Purple points: Clusters with missing MgO units 
from the surface and with the whole set of 32 MgO units arranged 
in a Td (L) geometry (refer to Fig 1 and Table 1). J is omitted in 
this poster given ongoing calculations. 

Figure 4.  Relationship between electronic energy properties. The 
kinetic figure shows the energy profiles of the clusters from fig. 2. 
The kinetic energy term (lime) of the cubic L nanocluster is the main 
contributor to the increasing Coulomb energy of this cluster (azure 
color). Similar trends for G, L. J is omitted from the study.

The MgO nanoclusters originating from the D
2d

 

symmetry unit lattice have been studied using quantum 
mechanics to reveal the effects from cluster growth, from 
missing MgO units and from symmetry changes, which 
are pivotal for nanomaterial design with MgO materials 
for nanomagnetic and nanotechnology applications. 
Further work is proceeding.

Figure 7 (Top). Isotropic magnetizability. MgO is 
diamagnetic, and looses its magnetic field upon extra-magnetic 
influence. J is omitted in this poster given ongoing 
calculations. 

Figure 5.  K and L MgO nanoclusters. Top: K and L 
clusters, of 30 (left) and 32 (right) MgO units respectively. 
Bottom: The respective electrostatic potential surfaces.

Symmetry No. of 
MgO 
units 
in 
cluster

HOMO-
LUMO 
Gap (eV)

Bond energy 
(kCal/mol)

Steric 
interaction 
(kCal/mol)

Electrostatic 
interaction 
(kCal/mol)

Orbital 
Interaction 
(kCal/mol)

(A) Dinf 1 4.598 -207.078 87.223 -73.418 -294.929

(B) D2h 2 5.551 -567.896 315.01 -283.006 -882.906

(C) Td 4 6.775 -1310.24 883.534 -802.584 -2194.401

(D) D2d 8 6.966 -2789.908 1990.46 -1778.362 -4780.368

(E) D2d 8 6.966 -2789.908 1989.21 -1777.735 -4779.741

(M) Cs 12 6.108 -4205.569 3163.28 -2814.381 -7369.472

(F) D2d 16 7.047 -5821.407 4459.71 -3954.566 -10281.117

(K) C1 30 6.748 -11136.410 8707.699 -7693.895 -19843.736

(L) Td 32 6.325 -12028.732 9644.195 -8594.999 -21690.500

(G) D2  32 7.183 -11861.190 9912.769 -11516.680 -21773.960

(H)D2d  64 7.263 -23906.860 94027.040 -19394.440 -46379.240

(I) D2d   64 6.772 -24357.810 21362.310 -18827.800 -45719.720

Advanced materials and surfaces are key components in nanotechnology and are applied given their 
magnetizable and spintronic properties, high frequency scattering, and other features attributed to 
nanoelectronics and nanomagnetic components. Earth oxides are a group of materials with catalytic 
effects in nanocrystalline formats, and electronic field effects with promising applications in 
nanomagnetics and potential key parts in memory processing units. Their electronic properties in 
nanocrystalline forms are however not fully mapped, and as nanoclusters behave differently from bulk 
material, the electronic properties of MgO in large and in irregular forms are hereby studied using 
quantum mechanics at the M06 2X level of theory. Initial results show that the Coulomb energy is close 
to zero for small MgO clusters and vanishes for the majority of the larger structures. However, this 
pattern is changed for the exact cubic T

d
 geometry composed of 32 MgO units (4x4x2), which gains a 

significant positive Coulomb energy at the expense of the kinetic energy. This seems to be caused by 
the presence of Mg atoms at the angular positions, which forms a partial positive charge. Also, in 
irregular MgO nanocrystal where a number of MgO units is missing, a similar effect is observed and 
the structures expands bilaterally. The analysis shows furthermore that irregularly shaped MgO clusters 
gain a lower diamagnetic field compared to regular shapes and that these shapes have have also lower 
HOMO  LUMO gaps than regular shapes of MgO nanoclusters as also the 4x4x2 quasi cubic geometry.

Figure 2. Bond length patterns in the cubic MgO L- nanocluster. 
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The bond lengths are following a specific 
pattern of distribution, where the central 
parts of the clusters exhibits long bond 
lengths, while the angular and extremal 
positions have shorter lengths (Fig 2).  
MgO nanoclusters have a logarithmically 
decaying HOMO-LUMO gap for non-
periodic single nanocluster units (Fig 3). 
MgO in T

d
 symmetry composed of the 32 

MgO units in cubic geometry gains a 
significant increase in Coulomb energy at 
the expense of its kinetic energy (Fig 3, 
4). The angular Mg atoms sustain the 
positive electrostatic potential of the 
materials (Table 1, Fig 4, 5) and become 
particularly polarized in the exact cubic 
structure. 

Figure 1 (Right). Magnesium oxide in various molecular and particle forms. 

Figure 6. Density of states for the cubic nanoclusters. L-
cluster: regular 4x4x2 MgO units in T

d
 symmetry. K-cluster: 

Irregular cluster, missing 2 MgO units  in the center of the 
surface. Removal of 2 MgO units induces an increase in 
density of states in the K-cluster generally for all energies.
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